Introduction
The mostly measured fission fragment parameters are the mass (A), proton ( Z ) , neutron ( N ) numbers and the kinetic energy (E) of the fragments from the thermal neutron induced fission of 235U. For this and other fissioning systems structures with a period of 5 a.m.u. were found on the mass distribution. They were first related to the maximum value of available energy as a function of mass and charge ratios. This suggested that a preference for splits into even charge exists /1/. The measured charge distribution confirmed the so called odd-even effect on charge distribution / 2 , 3 / . On the other hand the average values of kinetic energy of the fragments present also an odd-even effect i.e. the average kinetic energy of even charge fragments is larger than of the neighboring odd charge fragments /3,4/.
In order to explain these odd-even effects H.-G. CLERC et al. /3/ supposed that in a fraction of the fissioning events a proton-pair is broken in each event while in the other fraction no nucleon pair breaking occurs. This fraction was called the superfluid fraction. It was also assumed that a nucleon pair breaking diminishes by a certain amount AE of the total kinetic energy of fragments.
H. NIFENECKER et al., analyzing the above indicated odd-even effect as well as those on spontaneous fission of 2 5 2~f , suggested /5/ that the proton pair breaking is produced at scission. Their hypothesis was that a proton pair breaking is produced only in the odd charge fragmentations.
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE H.-G. CLERC et al. measured the proton and neutron number distributions as a function of light fragment kinetic energy. These distributions indicate that odd-even effects increase with the fragment kinetic energy. C. SIGNARBIEUX et al. showed experimentally that the fragment mass distribution, contrary to the Z and N distributions exhibits no evidence for odd-even effect for any value of fragment kinetic energy /6,7/.
This result was explained by the authors assuming that for each fission event there is at least one broken nucleon pair, and that nucleon pair breaking occurs before scission. The null oddeven effect on mass and the high odd-even effects on proton and neutron number distributions are explained /7,8/ by an anti-correlation between the numbers of proton and neutron pairs broken in the process.
H. NIFENECKER et al. proposed, in a recent publication /9/, a model considering two pair breaking mechanisms : the early pair breaking mechanism i.e. pair breaking before scission and the late pair breaking mechanism i.e. pair breaking at scission. For early pair breaking mechanism the separated nucleons end with an equal probability in the same fragment as well as in different fragments. While for the late pair breaking H. NIFENECKER et al. assumed that the separated nucleons end in different fragments. They also assumed that the two mechanisms are independent. Usingthesetwo pair breakingmechanisms the authors reproduced the odd-even effects for several systems.
The purpose of the present work is to show that the early pair breaking mechanism as defined by H. NIFENECKER et al. is sufficient to reproduce the available experimental results on odd-even effects. The average kinetic energy of fragments with even and odd Z are defined by 'Ee and 'E0, respectively. The odd-even effect on the average fragment kinetic energy relative to the proton number (charge) is defined by
The above odd-even effects defined for the fragment proton number (Z) can be generalized for the neutron number (N) and the mass number (A) respectively. Let T be a parameter that can be Z, N or A.
We define the odd-even effects on T by
In order to relate the odd-even effects to pair breaking mechanisms one defines the values ~$ 5 as the probability for i proton, j neutron pairs to be broken before scission and k proton, 1 neutron pairs to be broken at scission. It is assumed that the separated nucleons from breaking before scission and with the same probability in the same fragment as well as in different fragments /3,4,9/. From the abouefindicated definitions and assumptions one can obtain the following formulae :
Suppose t h a t a n u c l e o n p a i r b r e a k i n g d i m i n i s h e s , by a amount AE, t h e f r a g m e n t k i n e t i c e n e r g y . Then, c o n s i d e r i n g t h e d e f i n i t i o n s and a s s u m p t i o n s i n d i c a t e d b e f o r e , i t f o l l o w s t h a t Where n i s t h e number o f broken n u c l e o n p a i r s and fi i s t h e a v e r a g e v a l u e of n :
Where t h e i n d i c e s i , j , k , l go from 0 t o m , i . e . fits rather well the experimental data H. NIFENECKER et al. proposed a binomial type formula for Qij :
. Nucleon p a i r b r e a k i n g b e f o r e s c i s s i o n C o n s i d e r o n l y t h e e a r l y p a i r breakingmechanism. By d e f i n i t i o n t h e r e i s no p a i r b r e a k i n g a t s c i s s i o n . I n o t h e r words
Where N is the maximum number of broken nucleon pairs, q is the probability for a pair to be broken, E is the probability for a broken pair to be proton one. Inserting (8) in formulae (6) and (7), gives
The value of OE is estimated, from the odd-even effects on masses, to be equal to 2.5 MeV.
Average odd-even effects
The odd-even effects 6Z and 6'~ for the total fission events were measured for the followin systems : the thermal neutron induced fission of Z 3 5~, indicated by q 3 5 U (th.n. ,f.); the 3MeV neutron induced fission of 2 3 5~, indicated b 2 3 5~( 3~e~ n.,f.) ; the spontaneous fission of 'cf , indicated by zY2Cf (s .f . ) ; and the slow neutron induced fission of 2 2 9~h , indicated by 229~h(s.n.,f.).For the case of 2 3 5~
(th.n.,f.)the two existing data can be reproduced byformulae (9) and (10) with the values of N, q, E, n, 02n presented in the following H. NIFENECKERetal. have analyzedthe caseof 2 3 5~ (3MeV n.,f.) in order to estimate the value of E for pair breaking at the saddle. They supposed that pair breaking at saddle and pair breaking during the descent until scission are independent. They estimate there are ON = 2.5 more broken nucleon pairs than for 235~(th.n.,f.). Then the odd-even effect on proton number distribution is given by Using the experimental results 6 3 M e V~ = 0.06 and 6 t h~ = 0.22, H. NIFENECKER et al. obtained E = 0.4. They notice that for the fissioning system Z/A = 0.39. We have seen that for average odd-even effects E = 0.37. This suggests that the probability for a broken pair to be a proton one is proportional to the number of proton pairs existing in the fissioning system. Comparing E = 0.37 and the estimated value for pairs breaking at saddle one can say that nucleon pair breaking in 235~(th.n.,f.) is mostly produced close to the saddle.
The avercge odd-even effects for 252~f(s.f.) and 229~h(s.n., f.) were also reproduced by formulae (9) and (10). The main origin of the uncertainty is on 6 ' E .
Neutron emission does not permit a high resolution of fragment kinetic energy. We present the results on the following table :
The uncertainty on 6 '~ produces an uncertainty on q and N values. However the uncertainty of ii is negligible. for the case of ' " U (th .n., f . ) . In order to calculate the N, q and E values from equations (9) and (10) one needs three values of odd-even effects. We can however assume that value of E is the same as for average odd-even effects. If so we obtain the results presented in the following table : One can observe that the value of the maximum number of broken nucleon pairs does not increase by diminishing EL. This seems abnormal, however the average number of broken nucleon pairs obeys the reasonable decreasing function of EL. One must notice that if for the total fission events the probability of pair breaking obeys binomial type formula for fixed values of kinetic energy this is notnecessarilythe case. Thus we must be c*areful when applying formula (9) for fixed values of fragment kinetic energy. The 62 and 6N presented above are measured after neutron emission. This is the cause oferrorson 6N, 6A and fragment kinetic energy. The increasing values of 62, 6N as a function of E suggested that at very high values of fragment kinetic energies, most!fy even-even fragments would be obtained. Surprising experimental results /6,7/ show in contrary to the suggestion for high values of kinetic energy that there are odd mass fragments with the same probability as the even mass fragments. In other words 6A = 0. On the other hand for the very high value of,EL each mass ratio seems to select a single charge ratio. Consider that this charge ratlo corresponds to the maximum value of avai; lable energy which is a function of Z. Then from mass tables we c\a\n,$ed that for each 10 values of masses there are 8 even and 2 odd charge fragmentations. This means For the same fragmentations there are 7 even and 3 odd neutron number fragmentations i.e.
These values are compatible with N = 1, q = 1 and E = 0.4.
In the regions of very high kinetic energy we must be careful in analyzing the odd-even effects. Sometimes the available energy does not permit proton or neutron pair breaking. This is the case for mass regions where the available energy forbids odd charge fragme$'tqtion. Then 6Z = 1 and 6N = 0 (because 6A = 0). The corresponding parameters to these values are q = 1, N = 1 and E = 0. For the case of 235~(th.n.,f.) the above example occurs for the total fragments kinetic energy higher than 203 MeV. There exists also a region for which 6Z = 0 and 6N = 1. These values are reproduced by q = 1, N = 1 and E = 1.
Conclusion
The experimental results on odd-even effects are well reproduced by a model in which the nucleon pairs are broken early during the descent of the fissioning system from saddle to scission. The probabllity for a broken nucleon pair to be a proton one is very close to the fraction of protons pair existing in the fissioning systems (Z/A = 0.39) This result reinforces the above conclusion. H. NIFENECKER et al. had proposed /9/ a model of two pair breakingmechanismsin order to show that the hypothesis of a late pair breaking mechanism is compatible with experimental result. However they have estimated the values of certain parameters (probability for a pair broken at saddle to be a proton one ; the similar parameter corresponding to the scission ; and the probabllity for a pair to be broken at scission) from data in critical energy regions.
